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Making a Budget
A Self Study Guide for Members and Staff of Agricultural Cooperatives

LESSON SIX:  Preparing a Cash Budget

Objective:  In this lesson the manager of Unity Cooperative constructs a 
cash budget to see whether there are months in which he may have 
insufficient cash to meet expenditure needs.  This enables him to 
predict when he will need to arrange a loan to maintain operations.

We now know that Unity Co-operative is likely to do good business and to earn a surplus 
next year. This can be seen from the operational budget.

But this does not mean that the co-operative will have enough money at any given time. 
On the contrary, it is likely that there will be a lack of cash sometimes when cash is 
needed and Unity may have to borrow money for short periods.  This is a typical problem 
for many agricultural cooperatives.  (We mentioned the problem regarding payment to
farmers in Lesson 4.)

It is, therefore, important for the manager to plan the cash flow.  Sabu, for instance, must 
make sure that he has enough cash to pay the members an advance when they bring their
groundnuts in January - March; he must have cash to pay the large bills for fertilisers in 
August; he must have money for wages every month, and so on.  Therefore, Sabu has to
prepare a cash budget.

A cash budget shows how much money is expected to come in every month, and how much 
is to be paid out. (If necessary, the budget can show instead the cash flow week by week.)

Sabu is now going to prepare a cash budget for next year. As a basis he will use the 
ordinary income and expenditure budget (the operational budget) which has just been set 
up.  On his desk he has all his notes from the budget meeting.

First he draws up a big chart with a column for every month of the year.  On the left he 
writes all the possible income and expenditure items.  You can see the chart on page 5.

To start with, of course, there are no figures filled in at all. Let's see how Sabu works 
when he calculates the amounts and prepares the cash flow budget.

Groundnuts

The first line is the income from the sales of groundnuts.  From the operational budget, 
Sabu can see that they have estimated sales of 840 tonnes, and that they expect to receive
T$ 2,100,000 from Quality Foods as payment for this.  Now, Sabu's task is to write in the 
cash budget when this money will arrive at Unity Co-operative.

"Fortunately, Quality Foods will pay us an advance in January," says Sabu, "so that we have 
something to pay the farmers when they start to bring their nuts. We will ask for 
T$1,000,000 and I trust we will get it. That is about half the estimated amount. We will 
then receive the balance in May when everything has been delivered."

Sabu fills in the figures on line 1 in the cash budget:  T$1,000,000 in January and 
T$1,100,000 in May.
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Sabu wants to finish dealing with the groundnuts at once, so he goes on to line 7. There he 
notes when the farmers are to be paid, and how much. From previous years Sabu knows 
that 25% of the harvest is collected in January, 50% in February and 25% in March. 

Traditionally, Unity pays about half of the total price when the nuts are collected, and the 
rest in May or June, as soon as Quality Foods has sent their final payment to Unity. Sabu's 
calculations are based on a price of T$2,350 per tonne, which is 6% lower than the price
that they have estimated they will receive from Quality Foods.  As we remember from the 
operational budget, the co-operative takes 6% in commission.

Payment to farmers for groundnuts:

T$ %
January 25% of the harvest 246,750
February 50% of the harvest 493,500
March 25% of the harvest 246,750

50

June Final payment 987,000 50
Total payment to farmers 1,974,000 100

Sabu enters these figures (rounded) on line 7 of the cash flow budget.

Potatoes and Beans

"We expect to receive T$240,000 for the potatoes," says Sabu.  "The potato company pays 
us cash on delivery and that will be in April." Sabu fills in T$240,000 on line 2, in the April 
column.

Unity was going to take 15% commission on the potato business (see lesson 2, page 7). That 
means that T$204,000 would be paid to the potato growers. They will receive half of this 
as an advance when the potatoes are collected in February, and the final payment in June.
Sabu notes T$102,000 under February and the same amount under June on line 8.

Sabu continues in the same way to plan the in-flow and outflow of cash for the beans. You 
can see the result on lines 3 and 9.
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Farm Supplies

Unity Co-operative delivers the fertilisers to the farmers in June every year.  Total sales 
are estimated at T$105,000, so Sabu notes this sum on line 4 in the June column.  Usually
Sabu collects the payment in connection with the final payment to the farmers for 
groundnuts, so he can be quite sure about this income. The pesticides are delivered in 
October, and then most members ask for credit until they deliver their produce a few 
months later. Sabu notes on line 5 in the cash budget that he will receive T$45,000 for 
pesticides in March, although he may receive some of it already in January and February 
when members start bringing their produce in.

The invoices from the wholesalers for fertilisers will be about T$98,000, which must be 
paid at the latest in August.  Sabu notes this sum on line 10. The pesticides will cost about 
T$37,000 and must be paid for in January.

Staff Costs

Sabu continues with the expenditures. As we remember from the budget meeting, the 
total staff costs amount to T$38,500 (lesson 4, page 4). Sabu first takes the cost for the 
full-time permanent staff, T$32,400, and divides this by 12. That gives the sum of T$2,700 
to be paid out every month (line 12). 

A sum of T$5,800 had been estimated for occasional labour. How should this sum be 
divided among the months? Sabu relies on his statistics again, checking last year's practice 
and using the same pattern now. He decides to allocate T$300 to October; T$1,400 to 
January; T$1,80Q to February; T$1,400 to March; T$600 to April; and T$300 to June. These 
amounts must be added on line 12.

Furthermore, there are the travel costs for Sabu's training course and the committee 
members' seminar. Both these events will be in September, so the September amount 
must be increased by T$280.

Building and Equipment

Sabu looks at the estimated costs for the building (see lesson 4, page 5). There are a few 
things that make the operational budget and the cash budget differ here.  First, the 
depreciation cost is nothing that is paid out in cash, so Sabu can forget about that one. 
Second, there will be a cost for renovating the office, and that amount, T$2,000, was not 
included in the operational budget because the cost would be spread out over the 
depreciation period.  But the amount of T$2,000 will be needed, of course, when the job is 
to be done in October, so it must be included in the cash budget. The same goes for the 
new screeners, to be purchased in December for T$1,500.

The cost for maintenance and repairs is T$900. Sabu cannot say when the money will be 
needed, so he includes it early in the year to be on the safe side.

Other Costs

Sabu goes on filling in all the other expenses. He must make sure that no expenses are 
forgotten, and that they are all entered under the right month.
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Once Sabu has filled in all the figures for the cash flow next year, he adds up the totals of 
income and expenditures for each month. Then he compares the income and the 
expenditures and writes the balance on line 19, "NET CASH FLOW". 

Will the cash be enough, or will loans and an overdraft be needed?

Sabu knows that there will be T$112,000 as an opening cash balance when the new
business year starts on the 1st of July. That is all the money that is available to Unity
Co-operative.

According to the cash budget, there will be no income in July, but only expenses totalling 
T$3,700, so the "cumulative net" at the end of July will be reduced to T$108,300.  Sabu 
writes this sum at the bottom of the July column, on line 20.

In August the expenditures are very large, and Unity will almost run out of cash! In fact, 
starting in October there will be a negative cash balance (indicated by brackets in the cash 
budget) until January, when the money from Quality Foods will arrive. Unity is also short 
of cash in March. All this can be foreseen from the cash budget.

Loan or Overdraft

Sabu knows he needs to think about these problems early on.  Unity needs a loan for the 
period October - December and for March. Sabu and the chairman have to talk to the bank
manager about their problem.  It will be very useful for them to have this properly 
prepared operational budget and cash budget.  A loan application based on budgets of this 
type is far more likely to be accepted by the bank manager than a last-minute emergency 
request when Unity runs out of cash.

1. Look at the cash budget on page 5. 
 What does the sum of T$1,500 on line 13/December stand for?  
 What exactly does the entry of T$4,100 on line 12/January stand for?

2. Suggest how Sabu should solve his cash problem.  
 When should he borrow? 
 How much? 
 When should he repay?

3. Fill in line 21 according to your suggestion above.

4. Calculate the cost of the loan, if the annual interest is 10%.

5. Fill in the adjusted Cumulative Net Cash Flow in line 22.
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CASH BUDGET FOR UNITY COOPERATIVE

Item Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Total

1
INCOME
Sales of:

Groundnuts 1,000,000 1,100,000 2,100,000
1

2 Potatoes 240,000 240,000 2
3 Beans 18,000 18,000 36,000 3
4 Fertilisers 105,000 105,000 4
5 Pesticides 45,000 45,000 5

6 Total Income 1,000,000 45,000 258,000 1,118,000 105,000 2,526,000 6

7
EXPENDITURE
Paid to members for:

Groundnuts 246,800 493,500 246,700 987,000 1,974,000

7

8 Potatoes 102,000 102,000 204,000 8
9 Beans 15,300 15,300 30,600 9
10 Paid to suppliers for:

Fertiliser 98,000 98,000 10

11 Pesticides 37,000 37,000 11
12 Running costs:

Staff 2,700 2,700 2,980 3,000 2,700 2,700 4,100 4,500 4,100 3,300 2,700 3,000 38,480 12

13 Building, equipment 900 2,000 1,500 4,400 13
14 Interest 3,800 3,800 14
15 Transport 300 300 300 300 800 1,000 2,000 1,500 2,000 1,500 600 400 11,000 15
16 Bags 6,200 6,200 16
17 Other costs 700 1,400 580 900 3,580 17

18 Total Expenditure 3,700 103,300 3,860 5,300 3,500 9,000 296,100 616,800 252,800 4,800 3,300 1,108,600 2,411,060 18

19 NET CASH FLOW (NCF) (3,700) (103,300) (3,860) (5,300) (3,500) (9,000) 703,900 (616,800) (207,800) 253,200 1,114,700 (1,003,600) 114,940 19

20 Cumulative NCF
Opening balance 112,000 108,300 5,000 1,140 (4,160) (7,660) (16,660) 687,240 70,440 (137,360) 115,840 1,230,540 226,940 20

21 Proposed loan and 
repayment plan 21

22 Cumulative NCF
Adjusted after loan 22


